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Location Exploration
•Navigation aid feedback
•Safety-oriented
•Goal-oriented
•Follow “natural” paths
•No shortcuts
•Backtracking
•Ask for help

Challenges
•Open spaces
•Finding small objects
•Determining purpose 
of buildings

•Navigation device 
inaccuracy

•Weather

•Sighted participants
•Observe O&M classes
•Design prototype

Information Needs
•Safety: construction, 
stairs, street signals, etc.

• Informational: activities, 
buildings, businesses, 
entrances, mailboxes, 
garbage bins, etc.

•Dog vs. white cane users

Ambiguous path
•Sidewalk veers off  
of exploration area

•Locked bike “maze”
•Platform staircase

Background

Motivation
While there are number of 
navigation tools for the visually 
impaired, we hope to improve 
support for spatial learning. This 
would alleviate the need for help 
from sighted individuals.

Location Learning
•Orientation & Mobility classes
•With a sighted person
• Independent rehearsal sessions
•Minimal, need-based 

Abstract
This project examines challenges 
that the visually impaired face 
when learning about new 
locations. Findings from this 
study will inform the design of 
prototypes that will enable 
visually impaired individuals to 
learn more about new (and 
known) locations without the 
help of a sighted person.

Study Findings Next Steps

Study Design

Start point
•Curved sidewalk
•Minimal obstacles

Open space
•No reference point
•Audio cues about 
human activity

Features detected
•Arched path
•Not mailbox, 
garbage can by 
guide dog users

Building entrance
•Detectable human 
activity

•No feedback about 
building or 
emergency booth

Landmark building
•Building size 
apparent

•Participants with 
previous 
knowledge ID’ed
building

End point
•No feedback from 
buildings

•Few participants 
continue exploration

Unique crossing
•Direction of circular 
path is confused

•Irregular traffic flow
•Minimal curb

Intersection
•Confused for 
Harbord St.

•Participants 
ID’ed pedestrian 
boulevard

Streetside activity
•ID’ed by most 
•Problems ID’ing
building purpose

End point
•Open space, food 
vendors and human 
activity ID’ed

Start point
•Detected busy 
traffic,  food 
truck generators

Atypical street crossing
•Artificially introduced
•Participants stated they 
would never cross there


